ThreatConnect® Threat Intelligence Platform

What is ThreatConnect?

ThreatConnect is the first and only Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) built to bridge incident response, defense, and threat analysis. Global Fortune 500 organizations, government agencies, and small to medium sized businesses all leverage the power of ThreatConnect every day to aggregate, analyze, and act on their threat intelligence data. Available both on-premises and in the cloud, ThreatConnect increases productivity and delivers dynamic knowledge management, high context indicators, and automated responses to counter sophisticated cyber-attacks.

Threat Intelligence Your Way.

ThreatConnect is a full powered Threat Intelligence Platform used by thousands of analysts and security personnel on a daily basis. ThreatConnect is available as a public cloud, private cloud, or on-premises deployment. With ThreatConnect, you can contribute to and gain insight from our multiple communities and join forces to counter threats from others facing the same adversaries you are. ThreatConnect allows you to easily aggregate, analyze, and act on all of the threat intelligence data you receive, effectively share data with your trusted connections, and keep historical threat data all in one place. Manage incident response and threat analysis tasks across your entire security team within the same platform. With our API and connectors, you can configure the most relevant sources to aggregate and integrate with your defense ecosystem. ThreatConnect is the only Threat Intelligence Platform built off of the Diamond Model of Intrusion Analysis, providing unparalleled indicator correlation capabilities that allow analysts the ability to characterize incidents and events to larger threats and adversaries.

“Based on specific data shared by ThreatConnect and their TCIRT team, we were able to get blocks in place before being targeted.

We’ve been hit by this particular adversary group nearly every time others in our industry have been, and we’ve received nearly identical phishing emails to the one shared within ThreatConnect. But this time, we were able to implement blocks and watch before any emails ever arrived to our servers. With this kind of data we were able to get ahead of the attackers. ThreatConnect has demonstrated value to our team and we’ve gotten a high return on investment.”

– A Global Fortune 500 Medical Industry Customer
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The Power of ThreatConnect: You

Whether your organization is just getting started with using threat intelligence or has invested in a dedicated threat intelligence team to support your larger security processes, ThreatConnect is the platform that can support your needs. With multiple deployment options and various pricing options, you can leverage ThreatConnect for your current threat intelligence needs. With ThreatConnect you can aggregate and contextualize all sources of threat intelligence, provide intelligence centered support to SOC and IR workflow processes, manage knowledge of indicators and threats, perform threat intelligence fusion, and strategic security planning. We help some of the most advanced industry and government organizations get the most out of their threat intelligence, allowing them to move faster and smarter as their threats increase and grow more complex. As your need for threat intelligence centered security grows we are ready and able to support you. Don’t just buy a feed. Get the most from value out of threat intelligence with ThreatConnect.

Aggregate for Alerting and Blocking
Manage Signatures and Alert with Context
Support Incident Response
Fuse Threat Intelligence
Conduct Intelligence-Led Strategic Security Planning
Share within Communities
Support Workflow and Process
Leverage the ThreatConnect Intelligence Research Team (TCIRT)

ThreatConnect Features

Every instance of ThreatConnect includes access to our Public Cloud Common Community. Other services and features vary by deployment plan. ThreatConnect includes features such as our powerful API, the partner and community driven ThreatConnect Marketplace, and indexed document storage, users can aggregate data from virtually any source including STIX formatted threat intelligence.

No matter what version of ThreatConnect you choose, you will always be able to take advantage of the ThreatConnect Marketplace and open API, which provides users the opportunity to search, build, and submit customized threat intelligence directly into the Marketplace. Users can leverage external services to enrich or create intelligence from the data within ThreatConnect and take advantage of the defensive integrations with enterprise security products from ThreatConnect’s existing solution partners to proactively protect their networks.

Intelligence Sources
- Open Source
- Premium Sources
- Customer Built Sources

Analytic Services
- External Analysis & Processing
- Malware Engine Integrations
- Data Visualization
- Customer Built Analytics

Defensive Integrations
- Partnered Integrations
- Bidirectional Capability
- Customer Built Integrations

Extend ThreatConnect for your unique needs and develop your own custom integrations through the open API. Anything you develop can be submitted to the Marketplace and made available to the ThreatConnect community.